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Abstract
 

In 1977, the Egypt Water Use Project re-designed and lined the Beni Magdul 

Canal and introduced the continuous flow water distribution system giving 

water to farmers on demand. Over the next three years, researchers gath

ered data on the effectiveness of the new system, using measurements from 

the Nahia Cand, unimproved and on the old rotation system, as their control. 

Because this experiment was conducted in the early days of the Project in 

Egypt, conditions were not ideal and it was necessary to make large allow

ances for possible error in the collection of the data. This factor was 

taken into consideration in the presentation and analysis of the data. 

The two systems were compared on nine counts, and results showed that con

tinuous flow irrigation was a marked improvement over the older rotation 

system. In particular, the new system required smaller cross-sections for 

the canals and .c ,,thereby freeing land. The water table iropped dra

matically over the three year period. Tihe new sy5tem a1so Ci:ited fluc

tuations in the wZater table level Wl.ich used to affect crop -iid; adversely 

under the rotation system. Finally, the continuous flow method greatly 

reduced the amount of water needlessly flowing through the irrigation system. 

The experiment showed that, for full benefit from the continuous flow system, 

it should be directed by an irrigation engineer who regulates the flow in 

the canals daily. Results also summed to indicate that it will take farmers 

some time to acapt to the new systen., and make full use of it. 

25 pages, 3 figures,.4 tabZes 
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A Comparison of Two Methods for Supplying
 

Water to Egyptian Irrigation Canals*
 

I. Introduction
 

During its first years in Egypt, the Egypt'Water Use and Management Project 

(EWIJP) conducted a study to determine the relative efficiency of t,,o meth

ods of supplying irrigation water at the farm level. hle first was the rota

tion system, presently in use in Egypt. Under this system, farmers rcCive 

(the working period, or "on"irrigation .ater for a specific niumber of days 

period) . ',orkin ; periods alte:rnate with block a of ti ae during which no 

water enters the caial (the closure period, or "off" period) . In the area 

The colt inua flo,studied, the rotation ,.as S lays off, and four di's o11. 

system, on the otherhand , maintains a lower but continuou;; spply of twater 

in the canal, whicii is distributed to the farmer upon dc::and on a modified 

Still tae tLrn1/S because the con;demand basis. Farmers along the 1must 

tinLious stream size is often not enough for caw'zs orking at once. 

The two systems were compared on nine counts: 

1. water savings (discharge comparisons) 

2. acceptability to farmers
 

3. equitable distribution of water 

4. length of interval between irrigations 

5. affect on .ter table (gauged over a three-year period) 

6. land savingls 

7. effect on seepage from canals and mesqas 

8. effect on growth of weeds in canals 

9. crop yield
 

A of :.''r1-'enI.red .athe Inter'tional 

: .$c.:. ::7. .'' ' : ; , :' , - " ;, 7 -i ? 5 . c 2,'n -. 
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II. Specifications of the Study
 

ohesite chosen for the study was the Beni Magdul Canal in Mansuriya, just
 
outs.ide Cairo (Giza ,overnorate). Thiis canal serves 7,18 f'dd --s, .IPd,
 
,nti! 1977, 
'was typical of the majority of branch canals in Egypt. It
 
rccvci.'d .,ater from the ,I.ansuriya Canal on a rotation sy.stema of 
-1-on to 8
:,. T!he car:al was unlined, and its cross-sec Lion Was enlarged. le banks 

of the :aal had deteriorated due to the removal of soil for tho making of 
bric-, trampling by animals to gain access to the andcanal by people using 
the caual for washing. The original cross-section was further affected by 
an overgrowth of weeds and by accretions of silt. 

Water flows easzward by gravity and enters Reni Magdul Canal by sluicea 
gate. Prior to water1977, then continued down the 	canal and entered sub
sidiary .'xeqrg; by means of pipes. The Canal serves eleven ',cn.s on its 
north side, and 
 on its south side. The size of the pipe was 
chon:ew to conlorm with the amount of land served V, each particular -aq', 
a;:;uming a head of 25 cm over the entrance crest. A salier canal branches 
from 1;nI' agul to the south, to supply three additional : ;j . T'h.s 
canal , Loo, showed a deteriorated cross-section, and water sometimes over
flowud its banks.
 

In 1977, EWUP carried out the following improvements on the Beni Mlagdul 

Canal: 

1. 	the cross-sections were reshaped and lined,
 
2. 	a system of continuous flow was introduced to replace the existing rota

tion distribution system. 
Under the new system, the flow of water into
 
Beni Magdul was controlled and restricted to reduce the Canal's general
 
water level. Water was supplied to farmers on demand.
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An irrigation engineer controlled the inflow of water into the newly-lined
 

Canal. He gave daily instructions to the gatekeeper, adjusting the main 

gate to maintain a specified water level just downstream from the gate in 

back to a lower level every evening.the morning. The water was cut 

These levels were determined in accordance with measurements taken on a 

below the maid gate to obtain a certain stream sire.
calibrated Nerpic gate 

daily inflow" as equal to the consumptive useResearchers gauged the "total 

of the cropped area plus about 1 percent. An estimated consumptive use 

was calculated using the Blaney Criddle method, based on weather data fro)r 

p -evious years. If any signiicciit spill was observed from the '-id of the 

canal or from its braIch, or if the level a yawhere along the ca'nal was tuo 

low to serve the ,':co , appropriate adju.stnents were made on the followi'i, 

day. This procedure permitted the canal to fill compietely during the Vi-. 

so that if farmers on the tail end of remote moioqs were in need, they would 

be able to obtain water at thac time. 

showed that the presence of the engineer was necessary to the sic-Experience 

monthly discharges to the cess of the continuous flow method. TABLE I shows 

area served by the Beni .Magdul canal during the years 1977-1973 and 1978

1979. During the first year, although the continuous flow system was in 

did not yet have the services of an irrigation eugineer.operation, the Canal 

the second year, the system described above was followed, resulting inDuring 


a 1,000,000 m3/year savings in irrigation water.
 

It is difficult to make comparative studies of water use in Egypt 

because of the absence of data concerning irrigation systms in the recent 

past. No records were available for the amount of water needed per *fcddw
 

1977. It was necessary for the researchers,
in the Beni Magdul area before 


that the Canal, before 1a ing, had functioned
to work under the assumption 


tah Canal, which
si:milarly to existiig, un I cid canals in area. ihe Nahia 


of comparison.
:er:'t , *SJ ',.- >: in . 'ir y- , ; o:s . r puKi.,ses 



Table (1): Monthly Discnarges to Beni Magdul Area in Agricultural Years 

1977/1978 and 1978/1979
 

Month 

Oct. 


Nov. 


Dec. 


Jan. 

Feb. 


March 

April 


May 

June 


July 

Aug. 


Sept. 


Total 


Water duty 

per feddan 

in year 

1977/1978 


590 932 


505 250 


340 891 


43 986 


313 260 


406 330 


513 276 


891 920 


679 207 


726 192 


892 218 


468 765 


6 372 227 


8 275 


Discharges in m3/month
 

1978/1979
 

588 743
 

444 347
 

278 485
 

25 000
 

360 385
 

444 123
 

602 391
 

549 520
 

602 392
 

641 547
 

476 010
 

348 892
 

5 360 840
 

6 962
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This is the first canal 	to the north of the Beni Mfagdul Canal. Like Beni
 

Magdul before 1977, Nahia Canal is under the 4-on to 8-off system of rota

tion; it has a large, deteriorated cross-section; and it is so situated
 

that a few fields can occasionally be irrigated by gravity.
 

At this point it should 	be noted that this study, conducted in E.UP's first 

years in Egypt, did not 	 have all of the controls the researchers might have 

wished. Discrepencles due to inadequate measuring devices or inusufficient 

numbers of readings have been accounted for, however, by allow,'ing gencrous 

margins for error.
 

After analyzing the results of the ;tudy, researchers found them to be so 

dramatic--even with these allowances--that it was decided to present the 

information for wide distribution, the efficiency of the existing rotation 

system of irrigation being of key importance to the Egyptian agricultural 

economy. 

III. Methods used to measure discharge
 

A. 	Beni kMagdul Canal: Continuous Flow System with an improved and lined
 

cross-section
 

A Nyrpic Gate with seven separate slide gates was used to measure the intake 

of Beni Magdul Canal. The structure was calibrated against current meter 

measurements to match several possible combinations of gate openins and up

stream heads. Researchers took both weir flow and orifice flow into account 

in choosing the range of h:id for thc calibration. Calibration cu:rves were 

plotted and mathermatical euations obtai ned from Lhem. Since the downstream 

head was not sufficient to create a suhmerged di scharge at any time, one 

recorder placed on the upstrea;m idce of the Gate w:as .ufficient. Charts from 

this recorder were then ro:sed ol a coi.0uter di iti-er and the flow cal 

culat.d by tie co; 'rq i ; 'e:il !i;'ia 'n:us. 
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It was estimated that the maximum error in these measurements would not
 
exceed -10% for the individual 12-day periods, and would be less than
 

that for the 6-mo. total.
 

B. Nahia Canal: 
 The Rotation System with an unimproved canal
 

(Control data).
 

The discharge of the Nahia Canal was measured with a current meter near
 
the intake 
 of the Canal. Due to lack o'7 pcrsonnel, only one reading was 
made each day. Although researchers attempted to take measurements for 
each day of the four-day ,orking periods, this was not always possible. 
It was therefore neces.;ary to make allowliicus for any var'iatous which 
Mipht haV eOCCur red over the -day piod 10ici had gone unrecorded. An 
arbitrary daily mean for any particular on-period, then, was calculated 
by taki ig the mean of all the daily measurements for that period as well 
as those for the period preceding and that following. 

"There was al ;o considerable variation in the measured daily flow during 
off-periods, and researchers were unable to obtain sufficient nTLmbers of 
meai;u:remcnt:; to account for these empirically. It was arbitrarily decided 
to 11;e the nean h;lS(o 'd 1 c vt,', , va':"'n nade dU in, off periods as 
the rr:,vera ,,e d'ily flow" during each off-period. This procedure, by mak
ing the daily flow a constant, would mask any variations in off-period 
flow which w1ere due to seasonal changes. 

Another source of error was the diurnal fluctuation of head in the canals. 
Variations in upstream and downstream head will cause variations in the 
amount of discharge throughout the day. 
 Since it was not possible to take
 
measurements more than once a day, it was necessary to make some allowance 
for these fluctuations.. 
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A few kilometers farther north, on the El-liammami Canal, EWUP had installed
 

from this recorder sho:cd that the measurea water level recorder. Results 


ments taken for the purposes of this experiment--which had all been gathered 

a good time for determlining
at approximately 10:00 A.M.--had been taken at 

average head. This was later confirmed by information from
the approximate 

Magdul Canal itself. Nahia
the level recorder which was installed at Beni 

and never improved by the PROJECT) , did
Canal (which was used as a 	 control 

but was to the same general pat
not have a level recorder, assumed follo, 

tern as its .eighbor, Beni Magdul Canal. 

the of the
Experienced engineers who examined this data judged that sum 

account compensatory varia
errors in these measurements, taking into the 

tions, would be less than -2010.
 

IV. Results
 

A. Nine-count compari.son
 

I. Water Savings (discharge comparisons) 

the sixin the Beni Magdul Canal during last
The total discharge measured 

the 7,107 m 
1979 was 3,815 m per feddan. This compares with 

months of 


given a combined maximum
 
per feddan discharge from the Nahia Canal. Even 

as -301, the measured difference is very great.
error of much as 

figure representing a 12-day cycle
Table 2 gives short-term results, each 


rotation schedule. The off days were
(4-on to 8-off) in the Nahia Canal 


Measurements are
 
divided in half, four on each side of the on days. 


expressed in both cubic meters per feddan and in milimeters.
 

Table 3 shows the estimated average daily consumptive use during 
the test
 

the basis of actual weather dzita and cropping patterns

period, calculated on 


in the Beni Maodul area using the Blaney-Criddle equation.
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Table (2): 	 Measured Average Daily Discharge in Nahia and Beni Magdul Canals
 

Per Unit of Net Cropped Area Served During the Last Half of 1979
 

Nahia Discharge Beni Magdul Discharge
 

m3 Ifeddan 	 m3//feddan 

per day mm/day per day mm/day
 

June 29 - July 11 35.75 8.15 27.71 6.59 

June 12 - July 23 39.98 9.52 29.78 7.09 

July 24 - Aug. 4 42.02 10.00 30.25 7.20 

Aug. 5 - Aug. 16 44.18 10.51 27.52 6.55 

Aug. 17 - Aug. 28 40.02 9.52 21.72 5.17 

Aug. 29 - Sept. 9 39.10 9.31 15.14 3.60 

Sept 10 - Sept. 21 37.71 8.97 14.43 3.43 

Sept 22 - Oct. 3 38.15 9.08 20.16 4.80 

Oct. 4 - Oct. 15 38.80 9.23 25.13 5.98 

Oct. 16 - Oct. 27 38.32 9.12 23.00 5.47 

Oct. 28 - Nov. 9 35.13 8.36 21.61 5.14 

Nov. 10 - Nov. 21 37.03 8.81 18.56 4.42 

Nov. 22 - Dec. 3 35.27 8.39 15.50 3.69 

Dec. 4 - Dec. 14 38.39 9.14 12.44 2,96 

Dec. 15 - Dec. 26 36.69 8.73 11.86 2.82 
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Table (3): 	 Estimated Average Daily Consumptive Use Over the Net Cropped
 

Area in Beni Magdul During July through December, 1979
 

3 
m per feddan 

per day 	 mm per day
 

5.00
21.00
July 1-15 


July 16-31 	 28.16 6.70
 

7.59
31.87
Aug. 1-15 


7.15
Aug. 16-31 	 30.02 


0.11
0.46
Sept 1-15 


Sept 16-30 0.52 0.12
 

3.60
15.11
Oct. 1-15 

4.56
19.16
Oct. 16-31 

4.14
17.38
Nov. 1-15 
4.06
17.06
Nov. 16-30 

3.98
16.71
Dec. 1-1S 

3.80
16.00
Dec. 16-31 


) '- .	 *" 

L) > r 



Figure I shows the comparison of estimated consumptive use, actual discharge 

from the Beni Magdul Canal and actual discharge from the Nahia Canal for the 

last six months of 1979. The reader will notice that canal discharge in 

Beni Magdul appcar_ to dip below the cut.ted consurotive .1se in .\uust and 

agafin iivebe r- December. Thi reason or this is not known, hut it was 

not intentional. It is possible that re dinagwer e affe:ted by the fact that 

the Mansuriya Main Canal sometimes went dawn after the gate had been set for 

the day, thereby reducing the flow until it was correct-d the following day. 

The authors are not aware that crops suffered because of insufficient water 

during these periods. Crops can go long pericds of tin.e between irrigations 

in winter because the water table tends to be somewhat hiiher, and the low 

consumptive rate can he supplied by upward capi1lary flow. In aay case, the 

margin of possible error in the ::asurcrent of the amount of ,:ater applied, 

plus the even greater possible error in the cstimate of consumptive use, do 

not permit us to conclude that insufficient water was applied during these 

periods. If this in fact were the case, however, the major result would be 

a slight lowering of the water table. 

It is clear frbm the information contained in thes.e figures and tables that, 

after the introduction of continuous flow, and irrigation on demand, it was 

possible to reduce the inflow to the area substantially with no apparent 

adverse effects on the crop.
 

, Acceptability zo Farmers
 

One measure of the success of a new system is its acceptability to farmers 

who will use it. The results of a survey carried out by the EHUP sociology 

team and the on-farm activity team in EI-Mansuriya showed: 

55% of farmers polled preferred the continuous 

flow/irrigation on demand system.
 

45% of farmers polled preferred the rotation
 

system.
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The group of farmers who preferred the rotation system did so, however,
 
with the sole aim of obtaining higher water levels in te Canal during
 

the working periods. Although the Egyptian irrigation system is a lift
 

system by law, higher water levels in the canal would allow farmers with 
low lying lands to irrigate by gravity flow. It would also mean more 
water available for farmers at the tail end of the canal and an excessive 

amount of water for those in the first reach. 

One result of the introduction of continuous flow/irrigation on demand in 
Beni Magdul was that farmers began to think about the need for instituting
 

an irrigation schedule for the first time.
 

3. Equitable Distribution of Water 

One of the major problems identified in the Mansuriya rotation system was 
that water was not distributed equally among the farms served by the .hn
suriya Canal (EtklJP Technical Report No. 1, 1979). Figure 2, a graph of 
the accumulated ,di:scharge over six Ponths for the Canal and several of its
 
laterals, illu:trates how water available foccla: decreases
per in direct 
proportion to the distance from the intake of a canal or branch. As a 
result, lands at the head receive more water than they need, wile those 
at the tail do not receive enough. This was the major complaint of far

mers from the last reach of the El Mansuriya Canal. 

It should be noted that farmers have registered no official complaints in 
the Beni Magdul area concerning the inequity of their water shares over 
three years of experience with the continuous flow system. Complaints did 
arise, however, from two areas: the first area on the tail of Beni Magdul 
Branch (E!-Ashmawy Branch) and the tail of Yesqa No. 3, rights hand side 

of Beni Magdul Canal. 
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Farmers in these areas complained that they were not receiving sufficient
 
water, but it was discovered that this due to thewas fact that they had 
not cleaned their private ditches sufficiently to allow the water to reach 
their lands. These farmers, seeing that the Government of Egypt had funded 
the lining of the Beni Magdtl Branch Canal, felt that it should also under
take the much smaller job of lining their private ditches. Continual com
plaints about lack of water, therefore, are their attempt to put pressure 
on EWIP and the GOE to line these ditches. 

In the second area, however, aesqa ,o. 3, the mesqa is almost 2 km long,
 
and farmers at the tail cannot be expected to clean the whole length.
 
Since farmers in the first reach of the ditch have sufficient water for 
their needs, they are not willing to help in keeping the masqa clean. 
EW'UP cleaned this ":cqa at the beginning of 1980, with the result that 
farmers at the tail end received the same share as those in the first reach, 
but the question remains as to how long the farmers will maintain the mesa: 
in a satisfactory state.
 

Given these facts, it appears that continuous flow irrigation can alleviate 
the problem of unequal water distribution, but that it must be accompanied
 
with an organized program for ditch cleaning 
and maintenance to be fully 

effective.
 

4. Length of Interval between Irrigations (Table 5) 

On a continuous flow system farmers may irrigate whenever they feel their
 
crops need water subject to coordination with neighbors. 
The median irriga
tion frequency on Beni Magdul Canal was every 9 to 12 days. The smallest 
interval between irrigations was five days, since no farmers irrigated with 
intervals of four days or less. Long intervals between irrigations--17 days 
or hore--which inyr::-en t 281 of the sa:-mple, can be accountedi for 1y condi
tion- which obta;ined early or late in the cropping season, ant by the coin
plot: censation betwee2n crop:;. 
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On a rotational systen of 4-on and 8-off, many farmers on the El larmami 

Canal irrigated at the beginning and end of their 4-day working period, 

so that 25% of the irrigations came at intervals of four days or less. 

Apparuntiy they were afraid the crop would :uffer on a 12-day schedule. 

At least one third of the irrig.rion,; OccLrrud at intervals of 9 to 12 

days. In principlce, all irri, atinC;; on the rotation system should have 

come at 9 to 12, or 21 to 21-day intervals, since thsv. are the intervals 

of the irrigation rctation. Since, however, 571 of the irr!ations occur

red at intervals which were not multiples of 12, water must have been 

taken unofficially from canil storage, gate 1aaks, drains, or -roundwnter 

reserves. No interval data ire available for Nahia. El M':nmami is a few 

kilometers north of Nahia. 

Table (4): Intervals between Irrigations, El-Mansuriya, 1978
 

BENI kL,\GDUL CANAL NAIIA CANAL 
length of 

interval Continuous flow System canal Rotational flow System canal 

in days No. of 96of Total No. 
Irrigation Irrigations 

31 25
 

5-8 25 21 17 


1-4 


14 

9-12 37 32 41 33 

13-16 23 20 19 16 

17-20 24 21 3 2 

21-24 6 5 8 7 

25-28 1 1 

29-32 1 1 

33-36 1 

37-40 

40 3 2 

117 100 123 100
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5. Affect on Water Table (gauged over a three-year period)
 

Figure 3 shows the average water table levels during the last three years
 

in the Beni Magdul area.
 

As can be seen in Figure 3, the average level of the water table has been
 

declining since the introduction of continuous flow distribution in 1977.
 

After three years of the new system, the level is an astonishing 30 cm.
 

lower than it was before the system was introduced.
 

6. Land Savings
 

With the introduction of the continuous flow system, water enters the canali 

continually, but at a low rate. There is no need for the aassive amounts 

of water which were required under the rotation system, when all of the 

fields had to be watered during a 4-day period. it has been po.-ssiblc, thee 

fore, to reduce the cross-section of the Canal by two thirds, thereby freeing 

a considerable amount of valuable land for cultivation. In Ben i Magdul C::aml, 

the cross-section was redesigned and the canal was lined. Smaller cross-szec

tions are also reqired for the distributary canals, meaning savin ',s in both 

land and construction costs. 

7. Effect on seepage from Canals and mesqas 

It is reasonable to assume that water loss through seepage will be propor

tionately greater with an increase of water elevation, and that, therefore, 

continuous flow irrigation--which in this case reduced the elevation of the 

water in Canal and me7au at any one time--will also reduce the rate of see

page loss. Since Beni Magdul Canal was lined ju:; before continuous flow 

irrigation was intcodticed into the area, it was iimossilc to isolate the 

effect of the liniK,. It is also imposnible to isolate the nf'ect of chang

in' to continuous flow from the ,fe;:t of the ar"i trary 1,.'. '7 of the 

water level ill the Ci:,1 ohio it 'P . t j : , .I' ' i _, l 
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have the advantage of requiring much smaller cross-sections for both canals
 
and distributary watercourses, which should decrease water loss from seepage.
 

For studies of this V-oblem in the Mansuriya area, see F. Shahin, M. Saif, 

et al., 1978.
 

8. Effect of growth of weeds in canals
 

The question has been raised as 
to whether the continuous flow system, which
 

has no drying period, encourages weed growth in the canals.
 

Thle rotation system requires larger canal cross-sections, higher levels of 
water in canals and ditches for short periods, and a drying period. Thle 
continuous flow system requires small canal cross-sections, and in this case, 

low water levels at all times, and no drying period. 

Observations of conditions in El-Mansuriya led researchers concludeto tha:, 
due to the practice of storing water in the canal after the closure p ,ople 
and also to leakage from the gates, the dry period in the rotation period 
was, in fact, dry only three out of the eiht required days. This period 

was not sufficient to have any noticeable affect weed growth.on 

Since the Beni Magdul Canal was lin.J befo-e the introduction of continuous 
flow irrigation, it was impossible to draw conclusions about the effects of
 

the system on weed growth. In distributary canals which were not 
lined,
 

however, researchers did not notice appreciable differences.
 

9. Crop Yield
 

Earlier research by 1-1P had determined that it was possible to obtain high
 

crop yields in areas which have high water tables, provided that a) there 
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is a low level of salinity in the groundwater; and b) the level of the
 

grouindwater does not fluctuate during the growing season (EWUP, Technical
 

Report No. 1, 1979).
 

In El-Mansuriya, the quality of the groundwater is good, but, under the
 

iotation system, the level of the water table fluctuated markedly. This
 

situation was partially corrected by the introduction of the continuous
 

flow delivery sytem.
 

Another advantage of the new system which raised the overall yield was the
 

reclaiming of lands with the reduztion in the water table level (see No. 5
 

above) and the reduction of canal and mesqa cross-sections (see No. 6 above). 

in the maize crop in the Beni Magdi:IThe fcllowing figures show the increase 

area. Maize is the principal summer crop. 

Under the 

Continuous Flow Average yield 

System, with Lined Canal ardab/feddan 

1977 9.13
 

1978 10.71
 

V. Summary and Conclusions
 

There can be no doubt in analyzing the results of the study conducted by
 

EWUP during the three-year period from 1977 through 1979 in the Beni Magdul
 

Canal area, that the contin.ous flow distribution system was superior to
 

and inthe rotation system. Thie two systems were compared t% nine counts, 
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all areas, the continuous flow system showed an improvement over the older
 

method.
 

The 	following is a brief summary of the results:
 

1. Water savings:
 

Total discharge for July-December, 1979
 

Rotation system: 3,815 m3 per feddZan
 
Continuous flow system: 7,107 m3 feddan
 
Conclusion: It was apparently possible to reduce water delivery through
 

a branch canal by S6'- with the continuous flow system with
out producing adverse aifects on the crops. 

2. 	Acceptability to farmers:
 

55% of farmers polled preferred the continuous flow system. 45% of 
farmers polled wanted to have tile rotation system in order to obtain
 
higher water levels. (It may be assumed that, once farmers were prop
erly instructed on the use of the continuous flew system, they would 
not feel the need for these higher water levels and this percentage 

would be reduced).
 

3. 	Equitable distribution of water:
 
Farmers citea inequitable distribution as one of the major problems
 
under the rotation system, had no such complaints under the continuous
 

flow system.
 

4. 	Length of interval between irrigations:
 

The continuous demand system allowed farmers to institute irrigation
 
schedules in accordance with the needs of their crops, and the median
 
irrigation frequency was 9 to 12 days. Under the rotation system, in 
a nearby canal, 25% of the farmers irrigated at the beginning and end 
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of the 4-day working period, regardless of crop requirements, for this 

time when water 	was officially available. The rotation
 was the on!: 


led farmers to great lengths to circumvent the official
 system also 


irrigation schedule, using wat, r from all possible sources-to 
irrigate
 

during 	closure periods.
 

Effect 	on water table (gauged over a three-year period):
S. 


Water table levels de,:reased by almost 30 cm. during three years after
 

the 	introduction of continuous flow delivery system.
 

6. 	Land 3avings:
 

was possible to reclaim approximately two-thirds of the 
area of the
 

It 

the 	continuous flow

canal cross-section when it was re-designed to suit 

lands which had been lost due
distribution method. Furthermore, soeic 

the water table 	subsided 
to the 	high water table were recoverable after 

(see No. 5 above).
 

7. 	Effect on seepage from canals and mesqas: 

levels brought about by the continuous flow system of distri-
Lower water 

from seepage, but researchers were unable
bution 	should lead to less loss 

data from this experiment for comparisons with the rotation system
to use 

after the lining and simultaneous lowering of the Beni Magdul Canal. 

8. 	 Effect on growth of weeds in canals: 

There was no observable difference between the two 
systems in the matter
 

of weed growth in the canals.
 

9. 	Crop Yield:
 

Data are insufficient to reach conclusions but what is available suggests
 

a slightly higher yield of corn with the lower water table.
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VI. Recommendations
 

On the basis of the results of the experiment conducted
 
by EIVUP in the ansuriya area in 1977-1979, the authors 
offer the following recommendations: 

1. Wherever possible, Egypt's water delivery system
 

should be cr.nverted to the continuous flow method,
 
and water issued to farmers on demand or on
 

modified demand.
 

2. Any new canals 
should be designed for continuous
 

flow. This means:
 

smaller canal cross-sections
 

--the introduction of irrigation schedules among
 
farmers along each neoqa, and among mcsc-'.s 

along the canal 

-- the introduction of various technological 
improvements by fieldraking trials at the 
farm level to help farners adapt to the new 
distribution system. These might include 
sprinkler irrigation, drip irrigation, buried 
pipelines, or less claborate improvements the 
farmers can im.plement by themeselves or with 

a minimum of help. 

3. Tigher control over the discharge and water shares
 
for canals which remain under the rotation system. 

4. Improvements in the existing system should include
 

--smaller cross-sections
 

--introduction of irrigation scheduling
 
-- better adaptation to crop requirements so that 
farmers obtain water as 
needed.
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